Springing In … Year 3
·

After a beautiful January and February we were not ready for the big
rains that came with March. We had a little bit of everything including
snow, hail and the worst storm of the season. Our wedding season
kicked off during that awful storm but the Luttrell’s were married
amongst family and friends. We would like to recognize our amazing
staff at Salmon Run for helping make this wedding successful, even in
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the face of disasters (tents collapsing). Everyone rallied to come to our
aid and fix “things” so we were ready. The bride and groom were wonderful as well, offering understanding to the uncontrollable challenges. Tell our staff how much you appreciate them when you see them. We tell them often but it helps to hear from others. A special thank you to

Sandy Hislop for lending her catering knowledge (and hands) for this event.
We were fortunate to have a very warm week to end March (we might have to start watering!) but due
to all the wet weather we were not able to aerify this month. We have tentatively scheduled aerifying for
April 17-19. Stay tuned for announcements on social media and front door signage.
Speaking of signage, we posted a sign about surveillance on the course. Sadly, we’ve had some damage done by golfers and without a way to truly identify who was at fault we could not take action. This is
an effort to hold golfers accountable for their actions. It is disheartening to work so hard on the greens
and have massive damage. Elk are one thing … golfers another. We will be moving the surveillance to
cover different areas. As a bonus we’ve record-

ed bobcats, coyotes, turkeys and a lot of skunks!
April 1st marks 2 full years EMT has been at Salmon Run. While we’ve encountered our share of
challenges, it has not been without the support of
many of our golfers. We feel we’ve made good
friends and had opportunities to learn from our
course peers. We are looking forward to a great
spring and summer season with many weddings,
tournaments, business league and junior camp
starting.
~Gary & Val
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Reminders & Coming Events:
OGA Handicap—Dues are due!
Men, Ladies, Public

Post your scores—including 9
hole rounds
—

Aerifying—April 17-19 (tentative
due to weather)
Business League Starts—May
2018—Put your teams together!
Junior Camps—June 25-29; July
9-13; July 23-27
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